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Scialbatura

Lime based glazing
Semi-transparent mineral water paint, based on lime and addictives, ideal for the realization of decorative glazing
on lime based products (indoor and outdoor). Gives to the treated surface deeper colors, creating an antique
finish. Keeps original transpiration features of the support, and counteracts the formation of molds and bacteria.

Use
Ideal for the realization of glazing and scialbatura, applied on painted walls (indoor and outdoor) as a decorative
and protective finish. Especially used in historical and high esteem buildings.

Application Cycle
Application
Supports must be clean, dry and not excessively hot. Must be applied exclusively on lime based products, such as
Adda.
Apply unevenly by brush or sponge.

Recommendations
Do not add any binding agents, inerts or other materials to the product. Do not apply it in windy days or in rain
forecast, do not apply on hot surfaces, under direct sunlight, use adequate protection devices (windbreakers,
sunshieldings). Do not apply with temperatures lower than +10°C or higher than +35°C and humidity >75%.
Protect the surfaces from rain for at least 48 hours. Apply on cured supports.
Because of natural raw materials, color variation may occur among production batches. To avoid color
differences, large surfaces must be worked with product from the same batch. Avoid the application of the
material on the same surface on different times and weather conditions, because this could cause color
variations. It is recommended to fetch the material in one batch.
Protect eyes during application and in case of contact, wash with water. Refer to safety sheet for further details.

Technical data
Application: brush - sponge
Packaging: l 5
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Colour: white - pastel color
Consumption: approx. 0,1 l/sqm
Dilution: ready to use
Density: 1.02 kg/l ±0,1
ph: 9 ± 0,5
VOC: < 30 g/l (2010) - Cat. a: matt coatings for interior walls and ceilings - water-base (Dir. 2004/42/CE)
- < 40 g/l (2010) - Cat. c: coatings for exterior walls of mineral substrate - water-base (Dir. 2004/42/CE)

Data contained in technical data sheets refer to laboratory tests. Indications and methods may be subject to
change over time, depending on any technological and productive improvements. Products application takes
place out of our control, as we cannot directly intervene on the conditions of the construction sites and on the
execution of the works. All indications are general and do not bind our company in any way and therefore the
responsibility falls exclusively on customer. We recommend a preventive test of the product in order to verify the
suitability in relation to its particular use. Technical service is available to provide additional information.
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